
TO BEAT CYBERCRIME

Brochure 

Protect your business with the world’s
most secure PCs and Printers1,  

powered by Intel®



UNMATCHED SECURITY
YOUR IN-DEPTH DEFENSES. BUILT BY HP, POWERED BY INTEL®

SECURITY BUILT-IN
Business can no longer rely on software 
security alone - especially with the rise 

in cybercrime and the potential financial 
damage. HP Elite PCs with Intel® Core™ 

vPro™ processors have hardware 
enforced security solutions, making 

them far less vulnerable and far more 
trustworthy, right out of the box.

SELF-HEALING
With new malware emerging faster than 

most businesses can keep up with, a 
system that can react with equal speed 
has never been more crucial. That’s why 

HP Elite PCs have an integrated self-
healing solution. Whenever a security 
threat is detected, they automatically 
protect, detect and recover from any 

effects - even if it’s an attack they haven’t 
seen before. They look after themselves, 

so you can focus on what’s most 
important for your business, knowing 

you’re fully secured.

EASY TO MANAGE
Security is mission-critical for every 

business. With a HP Elite PC, company IT 
teams can remotely manage all aspects 

of it - right down to the BIOS and drivers. 
Designed with manageability in mind, this 
hardware provides complete compliance 
for organisations of 10 - 10,000 or more, 

while saving them money and time.

HP SURE VIEW
Instantly protect against visual hacking 

with the optional HP Sure View 
integrated privacy screen. At the 

touch of a button your screen appears 
unreadable to those around you.

HP SURE CLICK
Protects your PC from websites 

and read-only Microsoft® 
Office and PDF attachments by 

trapping malware in an isolated 
virtual machine.

HP SURE RUN
To get control of your PC, attackers 

first need to take down its defenses. 
Keep critical security protections up and 
running and prevent unwanted changes 

to security settings with HP Sure Run, 
which provides resilience against attacks.

HP SURE RECOVER
HP Sure Recover ensures fast, secure, and automated recovery of your OS with 

only a network connection, so you can minimize downtime and get back to 
business fast. Or, get HP Sure Recover with Embedded Reimaging to recover 

anytime, anywhere, without the need for a network connection.

HP MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATE
Help keep your network and VPN safe from 
unauthorized access by requiring up to 
three factors of authentication for log in, 
including optional fingerprint reader and 
IR camera facial recognition with policies 
hardened at the silicon level.

HP SURE START
Firmware attacks can completely devastate 
your PC. Stay protected with the world’s 
first and only self-healing BIOS. HP Sure 
Start automatically recovers the BIOS from 
attacks or corruption.

HP SURE SENSE
Over 350,000 new malware variants 
are created every day, and if you want 
to keep up, you better fight fire with fire. 
Traditional antivirus can’t always recognize 
new attacks. But HP Sure Sense uses 
proprietary deep learning algorithms and 
advanced neural network technology to 
instinctively recognize malware and protect 
against never-before seen attacks.



INNOVATIVE DEVICE, DATA,  
AND DOCUMENT SECURITY TO 
HELP PROTECT YOUR FLEET

11%
of security incidents 

reported by organizations 
over the past year were 

print-related6

68%
report at least one DoS 
or malware attack on a 

printer device7

62%
of organizations look to 
their MPS provider for 

print management and 
security skills6

43%
of companies ignore 

printers in their endpoint 
security practices8

Cybercrime, internal breaches, compliance infringement and more can hurt your business. In addition to expensive fines and 
lawsuits, a security breach can result in loss of revenue and a damaged reputation.

Although many IT departments rigorously apply security measures to computers and the network, printing and imaging devices 
are often overlooked. As threats continue to evolve, unsecured printers offer opportunities for attackers to compromise the device, 

your data, or the entire network.

CAPTURE
MFPs can easily capture 
and route jobs to many 
destinations, potentially 
exposing sensitive data

STORAGE MEDIA
Imaging and printing devices 
store sensitive information 
on internal drives or 
hard disks, which can be 
accessed if not protected

BIOS AND FIRMWARE
Firmware that becomes 
compromised during startup, 
or while running, could open a 
device and the network to attack

OUTPUT TRAY
The output tray is the most 
common place for sensitive 
documents to fall into the 
wrong hands

MOBILE PRINTING
Employees who print on the go 
may accidentally expose data, or 
leave printouts unsecured

MANAGEMENT
Without adequate monitoring, 
security blind spots across your 
fleet may remain undetected 
and increase costly data risks

NETWORK
Printing and imaging jobs can be 
intercepted as they travel over 
the network to and from a device

INPUT TRAY
Special media for printing 
checks, prescriptions, and other 
sensitive documents can be 
tampered with or stolen from an 
unsecured tray

PORTS AND PROTOCOLS
Unauthorized users can access 
the device via unsecured USB or 
network ports or via unsecured 
protocols (such as FTP or Telnet)

CONTROL PANEL
Users can exploit imaging and 
printing device settings and 
functions from an unsecured 
control panel, and even disable 
the device

CLOUD-BASED ACCESS
Unsecured cloud connectivity 
may expose data to 
unauthorized users

HP MULTI-FACTOR AUTHENTICATE

HP SURE START

HP SURE SENSE
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Sign up for updates
hp.com/go/getupdated

Learn more about how HP can protect your company.
hp.com/go/HPSecure
hp.com/go/computersecurity


